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ProbioticMaker 
In-Bottle ProBiotic Maker™ 

Thank you for purchasing the ProbioticMaker.  We appreciate you, our valued customer, and want to make sure you enjoy your 

ProbioticMaker as much as we do. Please let us know whatever we may do to make your experience as enjoyable as possible. Also, please 

spread the word and let others know about the easiest, least-expensive, most-delicious way to get fresh ProBiotics. The ProbioticMaker 
can benefit everyone and we want to get the word out to help as many people as possible.  Thanks again. 

Safety First 
• Use only GROUND FAULT protected outlet (GFCI or GFI): 120 V AC 60Hz 100 Watt 1 Amp • UNPLUG when not in use or while 

cleaning, • Wipe clean only with DAMP CLOTH • NEVER IMMERSE or hold under water • NEVER PULL/HOLD/SUSPEND by 

cord or use when unit could be knocked or dropped • DO NOT FOLD or roll up the unit. 

Making ProBiotics 

 
 

1. Start with a fresh, purified, unopened bottle of milk. Milk alternatives need natural sugars for ProBiotics to grow. No 

artificial sweeteners/ingredients that can kill the probiotics (like the new Almond milks) until after culturing/cooling. Also, it must 

have a lot of protein in order to thicken (otherwise it will just turn tart). 

2. Add entire starter pack to half or full gallon. As some strains kill off other strains over time, ALWAYS USE A 

STARTER PACK to grow all 11 types of ProBiotics. Reusing previous batch or factory products as starter can result in just 1 or 2 

strains, contamination, inconsistent results... Each packet makes fresh probiotics for less than buying any yogurt, kefir, or probiotics.  

3. Replace the cap and shake to mix in the ProBiotic starter "seeds". 

4. Slide on the ProbioticMaker with the cord down and the padded heating side in contact with as much of the bottle as possible 

(e.g. put stretchy fabric side over the handle area where there are air pockets). 
5. Plug in the ProbioticMaker. Please note that the maker will cycle on and off automatically; therefore, the maker may feel cool 

to the touch during an off cycle.  As long as the maker warms when first placed on a cold bottle, then it is functioning properly. 

6. Let the ProbioticMaker work its magic (from about 8 hours on up). Leave in the maker at least until it starts 

to thicken or the whey (yellow liquid) starts to separate or until milk alternatives turn tart. The yogurt will thicken/clump 

more as it cools. You can go longer for a little thicker/more tart (e.g. 10.5 to 12 hrs.). Because it is cultured at body temperature to get 

benefits of both kefir (mesophilic) and yogurt (thermophilic) cultures, it will never be as thick as factory yogurt (which may contain 

artificial thickeners). You can also strain off whey to make thicker (how they make authentic Greek yogurt). 

7. Unplug and remove the ProbioticMaker from the bottle. DO NOT SHAKE WHILE WARM or it can cause 

significant whey separation later. You can always shake the whey back in before pouring or pour off for thicker yogurt. 

8. Gently place the bottle into the refrigerator to cool completely.  

9. After cooling completely, you can pour some out to make room to flavor the entire bottle. Then you can shake up to break up 

clumps &/or mix in flavors. Remember shaking, blending, or mixing will break up the protein clumps for thinner/smoother final result. 

Skim will be more chunky with whey liquid in between globs as there is no fat to smooth. If desired, flavor the entire bottle to taste 

(e.g. ~ 1 c. sugar to a gallon; estimated to only be 1/2 to 1/3 the sugar in yogurt tubes or low-fat yogurts). Or add blended fresh or 

frozen fruit, natural or alternative sweeteners, extracts … or experiment by flavoring by the glass.  

10. Enjoy a glass of finished ProBiotic shake for a convenient breakfast, snack, or meal replacement. 

Visit ProbioticMaker.com for more information, ideas, recipes, share successes... 
Patent Pending. Hand Made in the USA using 100% recycled insulation and graphite. 


